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Trade, Popular and Reference Maps
and Atlases
Canada Hiking Maps from Backroads Mapbooks
The Backroad Recreation Maps are the ideal explorer maps
of BC and Ontario. Highlighting popular recreational areas on
large format, tear resistant and waterproof paper, these topographical maps are built to withstand all Mother Nature can
throw at you. Easier to read than a traditional mapbook, they
also include fish species and local service providers. Other
notable features include hunting management units, logging
roads or bush road systems, trails, parks and boat launches,
as well as ATV and snowmobile routes.
• Printed on tear resistant and waterproof large format
(70 cm x 100 cm/28” x 40”) paper
• Larger scale maps allowing for easier readability of text
• The most up-to-date topographic maps available in Canada
• Fish species for lakes and rivers
• Local retailers and service providers
• Color road classifications distinguishing paved roads from
logging roads
• Labeled roads, trails and recreational features
• Trail systems, including defined ATV, snowmobile & multiuse trail systems
• Park and backcountry campsites
• Paddling routes including access points and portages
• Wildlife management boundaries for anglers and hunters
• Wildlife viewing sites
• Elevation relief shading with labeled contours to highlight
mountains and river valleys
• UTM Grids along with latitude and longitude bearings
• Ontario Crown and Private/Restricted Land identified
64-26942ALG | $16.99 | PURCHASE

Algonquin Provincial Park Hiking Map (Ontario). 1:125,000.
64-26942BAN | $16.99 | PURCHASE

Bancroft District Crown Land Map (Ontario). 1:155,000.
64-26942BUL | $16.99 | PURCHASE

Bulkley-Nechako Hiking Map (British Columbia). 1:200,000.
Smithers to Vanderhooof, BC.
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64-26942CAM | $16.99 | PURCHASE

Campbell River and Strathcona Park Hiking Map (British
Columbia). 1:125,000.
64-26942CAR | $16.99 | PURCHASE

Cariboo Region Hiking Map (British Columbia). 1:150,000.
64-26942CHI | $16.99 | PURCHASE

Chilliwack and Merritt Hiking Map (British Columbia).
1:150,000.
64-26942EKO | $16.99 | PURCHASE

East Kootenay Hiking Map (British Columbia). 1:170,000.
64-26942HAI | $16.99 | PURCHASE

Haida Gwaii (Queen Charlotte) Islands Hiking Map (British
Columbia). 1:200,000. 2011.
64-26942KAM | $16.99 | PURCHASE

Kamloops and Interlakes Hiking Map (British Columbia).
1:150,000.
64-26942OK | $16.99 | PURCHASE

Okanagan Valley Hiking Map (British Columbia). 1:150,000.
64-26942PRI | $16.99 | PURCHASE

Prince George and Mackenzie Hiking Map (British Columbia).
1:200,000.

Canada National Park Hiking Maps from GoTrekkers
The only map series to cover Canada’s Northern National Parks.
The maps show park boundaries, contours, rivers, all with shaded relief. These are all plot-to-order maps, not litho-printed.
64-2874-AUL | $19.95 | PURCHASE

Aulavik N.P., NWT. 1:210,000. Approx. 36 x 28”.
64-2874-AUY | $19.95 | PURCHASE

Auyuittuq N.P., Nunavut. 1:300,000. Approx. 36 x 24”.
64-2874-BAR | $12.95 | PURCHASE

Barker Lake Canoe Map, Saskatchewan. Approx. 36 x 28”.
64-2874-BOW | $19.95 | PURCHASE

Bowron Lakes N.P., BC. 1:50,000.
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64-2874-BUG | $19.95 | PURCHASE

(BC) Bugaboo Provincial Park hiking map. 1:25,000. Size is
32 x 35”.
64-2874-CAM | $19.95 | PURCHASE

(AB/BC) Campbell Icefields hiking map. 1:50,000. Four
1:50,000 topo sheets joined into a single sheet covering the
Icefields. Size is 34 x 38”.

64-2874-SIR | $19.95 | PURCHASE

Sirimilik N.P., Nunavut. 1:325,000. Approx. 36 x 24”.
64-2874-TUK | $19.95 | PURCHASE

Tuktut Nogait N.P., NWT. 1:275,000. Approx. 36 x 27”.
64-2874-UKK | $19.95 | PURCHASE

Ukkusiksalik N.P., Nunavut. 1:375,000. Approx. 36 x 21”.
64-2874-VUN | $19.95 | PURCHASE

64-2874-GRE | $19.95 | PURCHASE

Grasslands N.P., East Block, Saskatchewan. 1:50,000.
Approx. 41 x 24”.

Vuntut N.P., Yukon. 1:125,000. Approx. 36 x 26”.

64-2874-GRW | $19.95 | PURCHASE

Wapusk N.P., Manitoba. 1:250,000. Approx. 36 x 24”.

Grasslands N.P., West Block, Saskatchewan. 1:50,000.
Approx. 41 x 24”.

64-2874-WAP | $19.95 | PURCHASE

64-2874-WOO | $19.95 | PURCHASE

Wood Buffalo N.P., NWT/Alberta. 1:375,000. Approx. 35 x 31”.

64-2874-IVV | $19.95 | PURCHASE

Ivvavik N.P., Yukon. 1:150,000. Approx. 31 x 34”.
64-2874-KAK | $19.95 | PURCHASE

(AB/BC) Kakwa Provincial Park hiking map. 1:100,000. Size
is 27 x 41”.
64-2874-KLU | $19.99 | PURCHASE

Kluane N.P., Yukon. 1:250,000 with 1:50,000 of Mt. Logan.
Approx. 40 x 32”.
64-2874-LAK | $16.95 | PURCHASE

Lake Diefenbaker & Area Map, Saskatchewan. 1:200,000.
Approx. 40 x 29”.
64-2874-LLS | $19.95 | PURCHASE

(AB) Lake Louise to Skoki Lodge hiking map. 1:35,000. Size
is 23 x 40”.
64-2874-MAC | $16.95 | PURCHASE

MacLennan Lakes Canoe Map, Saskatchewan. Approx. 40 x
28”.
64-2874-NAH | $19.95 | PURCHASE

Nahanni N.P. Reserve, NWT. 1:250,000. Approx. 40 x 30”.
64-2874-OTT | $12.95 | PURCHASE

Otter Lake Canoe Map, Saskatchewan.
64-2874-PRI | $16.95 | PURCHASE

Prince Albert N.P., Saskatchewan. 1:100,000. Approx. 40 x
28”.
Quttinirpaaq N.P., Nunavut. 1:300,000. Approx. 36 x 24”.
(NWT) Sahtu North hiking map. 1:500,000. Size is 63 x 34”.
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The Adventure Map® is specifically designed for outdoor adventurers such as hikers, backpackers, and paddling enthusiasts
who need an accurate, up-to-date, rugged map to get them into
and safely back from the wilderness. You’ll find all kinds of innovations and enhancements not found on other maps.
Compact and Waterproof. The Adventure Map® is compact
(most measure 18x24” or less), easy to read, and easy to fold.
The maps are also waterproof. In fact, Chrismar prints on specially-made, extra tough, waterproof plastic.
Loaded with Information. The Adventure Map® isn’t just an
exceptionally good topographic recreation map. Chrismar has
also filled the other side of each sheet with color photos and
important information about the area including natural and human history, local regulations, outdoor tips, safety concerns,
addresses, useful phone numbers and more. There’s also a
detailed location map on the back cover.
Each Map Is an Original. Chrismar uses aerial photogrammetry to create a completely original contour map showing exceptional terrain detail, vegetation, trails, buildings, water and
other features of greatest importance to outdoor adventurers.
Chrismar also visits the site and conducts extensive field surveys of most trails, campsites, portages, and other important
features to ensure each map is accurate and fully up-to-date.
64-26910 | $18.99 | PURCHASE

64-2874-QUT | $19.95 | PURCHASE

64-2874-SA | $59.95 | PURCHASE

Canada Hiking Maps by Chrismar: The Adventure
Map Series

Algonquin 1 - Corridor North Hiking/Canoeing Map. 1:80,000.
This map, one of six that covers the entire park, is ideal for
paddling the popular canoe routes north of the Highway 60
corridor in Algonquin Park. In addition to topographic and vegetation detail, this map features campsites, portages, access
points, hiking trails, facilities like campgrounds, telephones
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and washrooms, historic sites and many more attractions.
The map covers the area from Opeongo Lake and the Visitor
Centre in the east to the park boundary in the west and from
the Tim River and Lake La Muir in the north to Ragged and
Whitefish Lakes in the south. Also shows the Highway 60 corridor and all the hiking trails, campgrounds, access points, and
facilities along the way. It overlaps with the popular Algonquin
3-Corridor South map. 1 sheet, folded, waterproof.
64-26926 | $19.99 | PURCHASE

Algonquin 2 - Northwest Algonquin. 1:80,000.
The entire Northwest quadrant of Algonquin is covered on
this the third in the main Algonquin series. It overlaps the
north edge of Algonquin 1-Corrior North and stretches from
Kawawaymog Lake outside the west park boundary all the
way over to Brent on Cedar Lake. At 1:80,000 scale this map
shows more detail than government topos including campsites, portages, historic features, and more. The back side is
covered with color photos and text detailing the natural and
human history of the area along with suggested routes, safety
tips, contact info and more. 1 sheet, folded, waterproof.
64-26918 | $18.99 | PURCHASE

Algonquin 3 - Corridor South Canoeing/Hiking Map. 1:80,000.
This 1:80,000 scale map, one of six that covers the entire
park, is ideal for paddling the popular canoe routes south of
the Highway 60 corridor in Algonquin Park. In addition to topographic and vegetation detail, this map features campsites,
portages, access points, hiking trails, facilities like campgrounds, telephones and washrooms, historic sites and many
more attractions. The map covers the area from the town of
Whitney in the east to Kawagama Lake outside the park in the
west and from Canoe and Opeongo Lakes in the north to Hay
and Madawaska Lakes in the south. Also shows Dividing Lake
P.P. and overlaps with the popular Frost Centre and Algonquin
1-Corridor North maps. 1 sheet, folded, waterproof.
64-26919 | $8.95 | PURCHASE

Algonquin Park - Barron/Achray Canoeing/hiking Map.
1:40,000.
The dominant feature of this popular area on the east side of
Algonquin Park is the 100-metre deep Barron Canyon, but there
are other great attractions too, including High Falls, Brigham
Chutes, the Barron River, old log drive relics and much more,
all detailed on this 1:40,000 scale map. The back side includes
color photos of the area and text about local flora and fauna,
suggested routes, safety concerns and contact info. Also covers the Sec/Mallard Lakes area. 1 sheet, folded.
64-26911 | $9.99 | PURCHASE

the west to Source Lake in the east, including the busy Canoe
Lake and Smoke Lake access points. The text and pictures
on the reverse side describe the former logging boom town
of Mowat, artist Tom Thomson and his mysterious death and
local nursing legend Molly Colson, as well as hiking trails, park
facilities and trip tips. 1 sheet, folded.
64-26915 | $9.99 | PURCHASE

Algonquin Park - Opeongo Lake Canoeing/Hiking Map.
1:50,000.
Opeongo is the largest lake in Algonquin Park, and plenty big
enough for a week or more of canoe tripping. Other lakes on
this 1:50,000 scale map include Happy Isle, Redrock, Proulx,
Wright and Bonfield, as well as campsites, portages, facilities,
fish species and other features, including the routes of two
of the first explorers through the area. The back side features
color photos and text about the area, including several recommended trips in the area. 1 sheet, folded.
64-26910-01 | $10.99 | PURCHASE

Arrowhead Provincial Park. 1:12,000.
Located just north of Huntsville on Hwy 11, this small provincial park is full of great outdoor adventure options. Our
large-scale 1:12,000 topographic map shows all trails, lakes,
streams, wetlands, open areas, extraordinary contour detail
and even individual campsites. The back side is filled with informative text and color photographs about the natural and
human history of the area, trail descriptions, canoe routes,
safety tips, contact info, and more. This map has been adopted as the official map of the park. 1 sheet, folded.
64-26910-02 | $24.99 | PURCHASE

Ayuittuq National Park - Akshayuk Pass. 1:65,000.
The Akshayuk Pass, formerly known as Pangnirtung Pass, is
an extraordinary 100-km trek through a land recently vacated
by glaciers. In a land not without its hazards, this Adventure
Map®, which has been adopted by the Park as their official
map and safety guide, is an essential tool for planning the
logistically challenging trip. Various routes are possible, with
numerous sites well worth seeing along the way. In addition
to an extraordinarily detailed map of the valley, this guide also
includes a smaller map of the entire park as well as detailed
maps of the two towns (Pangnirtung and Qikiqtarjuaq) closely
associated with the route. This map shows emergency facilities, glaciers, glacial streams, moraines and incredibly detailed
land and waterscapes. Also color photos, inset maps and detailed text about natural and human history, vital safety tips,
recommended equipment, weather, local communities, contact info and much more. Released July 2005. 1 sheet, folded.

Algonquin Park - Canoe Lake Canoeing/Hiking Map.
1:40,000.

64-26910-05 | $13.99 | PURCHASE

This popular 1:40,000 scale map covers the area from Ragged
Lake in the south to Joe Lake in the north and from Tea Lake in

The Little Bonnechere, as this section of river is traditionally
called, is one of eastern Ontario’s best canoeing rivers, with a
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Bonnechere River Provincial Park and Area map. 1:25,000.
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fine combination of natural beauty, moving water, small lakes
and human history. This 1:25,000 scale map covers the 35kilometre section of river between Basin Lake in Algonquin
Park and Round Lake, and has all the usual features including terrain details, portages, campsites, human history, safety
concerns, access points, contact information and much more.
1 sheet, folded.
64-26920 | $9.99 | PURCHASE

Dundas Valley Hiking map. 1:10,000.
A wilderness conservation area between the towns of Ancaster
and Dundas, this area is popular with hikers, mountain bikers,
and horseback riders looking for extensive trails and solitude
among the rolling hills and beautiful scenery of the Niagara Escarpment. Also includes a section of the Bruce Trail. The scale
of 1:10,000 ensures lots of trail, topographic and vegetation
detail, and on the back side are color photos and text details
about local history, flora and fauna, trail descriptions, safety
concerns, contact info and more. This map has been adopted
as the official map of Dundas Valley by the Hamilton Region
Conservation Authority. 1 sheet folded.
64-26910-06 | $13.99 | PURCHASE

Frost Centre Area (Leslie M. Frost Natural Resources
Centre) Hiking/Canoeing map. 1:50,000.
This 1:50,000 scale map covers over 500 km2 of wilderness
in the Haliburton Highlands/Muskoka Lakes region of Ontario,
including the popular 200 km2 tract of crown land known as
the Leslie Frost Centre. A great destination for paddlers and
backpackers alike. Hiking trails, campsites, portages, access
points, facilities and other attractions are featured on this
map. 1 sheet folded.
64-26917 | $18.99 | PURCHASE

Glacier National Park - Rogers Pass Region Hiking Map.
1:50,000.
Add the cool grandeur of huge glaciers and icefields to the majesty of the Columbia Mountains and you’ve got British Columbia’s Glacier N.P., a fabulous hiking, camping, mountaineering
and winter adventure destination. This 1:50,000 scale map covers the hub of activity in Glacier N.P., including hundreds of kilometres of hiking trails and ski country, the historic Rogers Pass
itself, train tunnels, facilities, and attractions. 1 sheet folded.
64-26910-08 | $13.99 | PURCHASE

Esker Lakes Provincial Park map. 1:20,000.
Our large-scale 1:20,000 scale topographic map shows trails,
lakes, streams, wetlands, open areas, extraordinary contour
detail and much more of this little-known park situated in the
sandy forests near Kirkland Lake, Ontario. The back side is
filled with informative text and color photographs about the
natural and human history of the area, trail descriptions, canoe
routes, safety tips, contact info, and more. This map has been
adopted as the official map of the park. 1 sheet folded.
64-26910-07 | $13.99 | PURCHASE

Franklin, Mink, & McCoy Islands map. 1:30,000.
The east shore of Georgian Bay to the west of Parry Sound
and Killbear Provincial Park is dotted with thousands of islands. This is probably the most popular sea kayaking area in
all of the Great Lakes. This map, the first of a series along the
coast, includes Franklin Island near the coast, the Mink Islands
beyond them and the McCoy Islands to the north. The entire
backside of this 46x61cm (18x24 inch) waterproof map (folded 4x9 inches) contains details on human history of this area,
as well as color photographs about the geologic and natural
history of the area, plus significant sections about planning
your trip, route suggestions, gear guide, backcountry etiquette,
safety concerns, contact information and much more. This
1:30,000 scale map has extraordinary geographic detail plus
special features showing shallow waters, shoals, buoys, ranges, lighthouses and other nautical items. On waterproof plastic
as usual, so sea kayakers can get it as wet as they like without
it disintegrating. 1 sheet folded.
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64-26912 | $13.99 | PURCHASE

Grundy Lake Provincial Park and Area map. 1:25,000.
This 3636-hectare provincial park is one of only a few that prohibit motor boats. There are also several excellent hiking trails
meandering across rocky outcrops of the Precambrian Shield.
Our map cover parts of the Pickerel River and other lands outside the park as well. This 1:25,000 scale topographic map has
unprecedented detail, and includes access points, campsites,
portages, plus many other features. The back side includes a
complete description of natural and human history, local attractions, paddling and hiking routes, safety concerns, contact
info and fine color photos. 1 sheet folded, waterproof.
64-26910-09 | $13.99 | PURCHASE

Halfway Lake Provincial Park map. 1:25,000.
This compact provincial park sits on the Canadian Shield
about an hour north of Sudbury. Easily accessible by highway,
it has a fine combination of great hiking trails with exceptional
viewpoints, and several little-used, but excellent backcountry
canoe routes. Our large-scale 1:25,000 scale topographic map
shows trails, lakes, streams, wetlands, open areas, extraordinary contour detail and much more. And the back side is filled
with informative text and color photographs about the natural
and human history of the area, trail descriptions, canoe routes,
safety tips, contact info, and more. This detailed map has been
adopted as the official Park map. 1 sheet folded.
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64-26921 | $18.99 | PURCHASE

Kootenay National Park - The Rockwall Region Hiking map.
1:50,000.
Superb backcountry campsites and a network of over 100
km of hiking trails await your journey along The Rockwall, the
towering 900-metre high face of rock overlooking some of the
most spectacular scenes in the Rockies. There are a variety of
other easy to access attractions along Highway 93, including
the Paint Pots, Marble Canyon, Numa Creek, Vermilion Crossing and the Kootenay Park Lodge. This 1:50,000 scale map
covers the entire north end of Kootenay National Park and
overlaps the Lake O’Hara map. 1 sheet, folded, waterproof.

64-26925 | $18.99 | PURCHASE

64-26914 | $15.99 | PURCHASE

Spanish River Canoeing map. 1:60,000.

Mt. Revelstoke Hiking map. 1:50,000.
Just a few kilometres down the road from Glacier N.P. (west
of Banff National Park), this is a compact 260 km2 reserve of
world-renowned wildflower meadows, dense forests, mountains and glaciers. A wonderful variety of hiking and backpacking trails, lovely sub-alpine and alpine scenery, and plentiful wildlife. The map covers the Meadows in the Sky Parkway
and Mt. Revelstoke Summit trail in detail. Includes the popular
routes to Miller, Eva, and Jade Lakes plus over 40 kilometers
of exceptional hiking, ski and interpretive trails. 1 sheet, folded,
waterproof.
64-26910-12 | $13.99 | PURCHASE

Obatanga Provincial Park map. 1:50,000.
Obatanga is a charming medium-sized park straddling the
Trans-Canada Hwy 17 north of Wawa. Still relatively unknown,
it is an area of superb paddling and hiking terrain for novices,
families and veterans. This 1:50,000 scale map covers the entire park plus an equal area outside it (about 310 km2 in total)
including the top end of the semi-famous Dog River, numerous
paddling lakes and streams, as well as hiking trails and other
park facilities. This map has been adopted as the official map
of Obatanga Provincial Park. 1 sheet, folded.
64-26916 | $6.95 | PURCHASE

Point Pelee Hiking/Birdwatching map. 1:16,000.
Located at the same latitude as northern California, this southern Ontario park acts as one of the world’s most famous gathering places and directional beacons for hundreds of species
of birds and butterflies. A great place to hike, bike and paddle.
1 sheet, folded.

One of southern Canada’s great wilderness rivers, the Spanish
is located northwest of Sudbury in Ontario. This 1:60,000 scale
map shows you the rapids, falls, swifts, campsites, portages,
access points and other features of the East and West Branches. In addition to a detailed description of the river, we’ve also
provided lots of info about the rich log drive history of the area,
the plentiful animals, access options, local outfitters, safety
concerns and much more. 1 sheet, folded, waterproof.
64-26910-15 | $19.99 | PURCHASE

Temagami #1 - Northeast area map. 1:80,000.
One of the world’s great paddling areas, Temagami provides
thousands of lakes and rivers among the rocky forested hills
of northern Ontario. Our map covers the Northeast quadrant
of the main region, and is bounded by Maple Mountain to the
west, Latchford and Hwy 11 to the east, Wakimika Lake, Sandy
Inlet and Red Squirrel Road to the south and the Spray Creek/
Big Spring Lake/Montreal River junction to the north. In addition to the contour, vegetation and water detail on this map
we’ve also included most of the official campsites, portages,
public hiking trails and access points, as well as historical
features, primary fish species by lake, lake elevations, access
roads, island numbers and more. Similar in character to our
very popular Algonquin series, this map, at 1:80,000 scale, and
24x25”, with a contour interval of 20m, has considerably more
detail than government topos or any other map of the area.
The backside of the map is covered with text and lovely color
photos about natural and human history, suggested routes,
safety tips, contact information including local outfitters, and
much more. 1 sheet, folded.
64-26910-16 | $19.99 | PURCHASE

64-26910-14 | $19.99 | PURCHASE

Temagami #2 - Lake Temagami area map. 1:80,000.

Quetico Provincial Park map. 1:125,000.
Quetico Provincial Park, located in western Ontario on the international border with Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness in Minnesota, is one of the world’s finest paddling destinations. Quetico is a superb network of beautiful lakes and
rivers connected by short portages that bypass occasional
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rapids and a large number of waterfalls. Text and color photos cover the entire backside of this 91x66cm (26x36 inch)
waterproof map (folded 4x9 inches). You’ll find information
about the geologic and natural history of the area, the rich human history, pictographs, fishing, backcountry procedures &
etiquette, sample routes, safety tips, contact information and
much more. This 1:125,000 scale planning map has extraordinary geographic detail plus ranger stations, entry points,
portages, island names, lake elevations, historic attractions
and many other features. Also covers areas outside the Park
including the northern edge of Boundary Waters Canoe Area
Wilderness. 1 sheet, folded, on waterproof plastic.

This map shows the heart of Temagami; the octopus-like lake
that has become one of Ontario’s most popular tourist destinations. The Lake Temagami map includes the area from Obabika Lake to the west, Diamond Lake to the north, the village
of Temagami, White Bear Forest and Cassels Lake to the east,
and Wawiashkashi Lake, the edge of the Sturgeon River and
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Marion Lake to the south. Temagami 1-Northwest overlaps
the top edge of this map and the Temagami 3-Marten/Temagami River area will overlap the bottom right edge. At 1:80,000
scale this map shows more detail than government topos including campsites, portages, historic features and incredibly
detailed land and waterscapes. The back side is covered with
color photos and text detailing the natural and human history
of the area along with suggested routes, safety tips, contact
info and much more. 1 sheet, folded.

Services: Approval Plans,
Digitization, Customization
East View offers approval plan services for maps and
atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique
needs and specifications. With many years of experience
serving academic, public and government libraries with
foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of
establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best
quality material and service. Contact us for more information.
In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides
high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services
and solutions, including custom map and data production,
and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our
MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized
solutions for your mapping needs.
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